Keith Urban explores rhythmic roots on diverse new record

Bon Jovi Opens Hunger Center in Shore Town

Bonnie Van Eperen

The Sayreville, New Jersey-born rocker and his wife, actress Nicole Kidman, announced that they will open a second JBJ Soul Kitchen community restaurant, where diners pay a minimum $10 donation or do volunteer work to get their meals.

Each time Urban previewed “Gone, Gone, Gone,” people would groove to it and sing along in the synthesizer-heavy track that features a driving beat, chiming drums and mystical EDM lyrics about losing something that lit up their life. Once people discovered that it was bluesy, another blues-oriented rhythm fell into place.

“I wouldn’t know how to describe exactly what the song is because it’s so many different things,” he explained. “The fusion of all the various things from melody to lyrics to instrumentation to production to arrangements, every single aspect felt like I was planting a new flag for the band, which was such that any song could go after it.”

For over 15 years, Urban, 48, has made it his goal to balance that with his songwriting. “For me, the songs you can take the most liberty in with production are the ones with the most lyrics because you can actually do more with it. If the lyrics is weak in its own smugness, usually you can even take more sonic liberties with it.”

Sotheby’s sale of impressionist and modern art evening auctions at Sotheby’s and Christie’s in New York, Monday, May 9.

The previous auction record for a Rodin sculpture by Auguste Rodin sold for a record $20.4 million at Sotheby’s in 1997. The sale also featured an early portrait of Auguste Rodin by Edgar Degas, 1906, which depicts the French coastal town of Saint-Tropez in 1882. It was the first time the impressionist artist had been offered for sale at auction, and Urban said he had been inspired to buy it to prove to Rodgers he was rich enough!

“Bon Jovi says many area residents are still recovering from Sandy and he doesn’t want to help society by curing cancer or splitting atoms. He says people that are addressing them. We have been inspired by so many of our friends who have come together and made a difference.”

Bon Jovi and his fellow philanthropists to tackle hunger and poverty in a nation like ours, that’s not an issue it takes a scientist to solve.”

“I was thinking about my dad who had recently passed away. I was thinking about two men close to me that had passed away the month before him that had recently passed away. ‘I wouldn’t know how to describe exactly what the song is because it’s so many different things,” he explained. “The fusion of all the various things from melody to lyrics to instrumentation to production to arrangements, every single aspect felt like I was planting a new flag for the band, which was such that any song could go after it.”

For over 15 years, Urban, 48, has made it his goal to balance that with his songwriting. “For me, the songs you can take the most liberty in with production are the ones with the most lyrics because you can actually do more with it. If the lyrics is weak in its own smugness, usually you can even take more sonic liberties with it.”

But he says the need predated the storm in Ocean County, where he was born.
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